CM Chain wear gauge

All hoist chain wears with use, yet visual inspection may not be enough to determine if the chain has worn beyond safe operating limits. That's why you should always follow hoist inspection schedules as recommended in your manual and use the CM hoist chain wear gauge to accurately measure the welded link chain.

Designed to aid operators in determining chain wear, the gauge helps maintain safe hoist chain operation and facilitates compliance with industry standards. Features include:

- For Lodestar, Valustar, Cyclone, Puller
- Lightweight aluminum construction for portability and ease of handling
- Complete step-by-step directions printed on gauge for easy use
- Can be used while chain remains on hoist to save hoist downtime
- Helps ensure hoist chain meets ANSI B30.16 inspection requirements
- Product code 3191
- Made in U.S.A.

*WARNING*

Overloading and improper use can result in injury.

To avoid injury:
- Do not exceed working load limit, load rating or capacity.
- Do not use to lift people or loads over people.
- Use only alloy chain and attachments for overhead lifting.
- Read and follow all instructions.